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SVI Part # For OEM Description
BH-7090-94 Any Lift 4” Wide Arm Adapter with Rubber Pad
BH-7090-95 Any Lift 5” Wide Arm Adapter with Rubber Pad
BH-7090-96 Any Lift 6” Wide Arm Adapter with Rubber Pad
BH-7090-97 Any Lift 3-1/2” Wide Arm Adapter with Rubber Pad
BH-7090-98 Any Lift 4-3/4” Wide Arm Adapter with Rubber Pad
SC-8150-25 Any Lift 2-1/2” Rubber Riser Pad (1)
SC-8150-25-4 Any Lift 2-1/2” Rubber Riser Pad (Set of 4)

SOLUTIONS / VALUE / INNOVATION

This all means it can be difficult to lift a GR Supra on some lifts without using some creativity and employing some 
alternative methods to safely, properly and without damage lift a GR Supra. Lifting a GR Supra does not 
necessarily mean a bunch of costly new components or even a completely new and different expensive 
lifting superstructure. It does mean you may need to and can explore other options available to keep 
service department costs and lift modifications to a minimum. 

SUGGESTION:
Using existing lifts and the help of outer swing arm lifting arm 
pad adapters, many lifts can easily accommodate the  
GR Supra. Slide the inner lift arms on an existing lift all 
the way in. If needed for clearance, remove the existing 
adapters and position lift arm pad adapters in place on 
the outer arm. Place the arms and pad adapters in position 
under the dropped-down lifting points and lift the GR Supra. 
If the combination of the outer arm and the arm lift pad are too high to swing under a 
GR Supra, use an SVI’s 2-1/2” Rubber Riser Pads to raise the vehicle’s height so the 
arm will freely swing underneath and to the lifting points. You may find on some lift 
models that arm pad adapters are only needed for either the front or rear lifting arms.

Economical Options for lifting the 
2020 Toyota GR Supra!

2-1/2” Rubber Riser Pads

SVI is your Auto Lift Parts Superstore!
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With SVI’s Rubber Riser Pads, raise low-profile cars up higher 
from the floor for easier placement of 2-post swing arms

SpecifyArm Width

SC-8150-25 Rubber Riser Pad 
 Individual (1)

SC-8150-25-4 Rubber Riser Pads
 Set of 4

Toyota dealers already know, but does everyone else who services vehicles understand the nuances of lifting a  
new GR Supra? The GR Supra is a wide body car with a short wheelbase, like a Porsche for optimum handling. 
While the lifting points are dropped down lower than the floor pan, they are only 50-3/4” apart front to rear, center to center. 
Side to side, the lifting points are 60-3/4” apart center to center. The front lifting point floor clearance is 5-1/2”, while the rear is only 5”.

Arm Adapter
with Rubber Pad


